By2020WeRiseUp – Newsletter October 2020
With this newsletter we'd like to share some updates with you and invite you to the final European
Strategy conference that'll be hosted by By2020WeRiseUp.

European Strategy Conference November 27th/28th
As we've announced, By2020WeRiseUp will conclude towards the end of this year and this European
strategy conference will be the last one we'll organise. While part of this conference is going to
evaluate what happened in regards to coordinating climate justice action over the past months and
years, the focus of the conference will be to look ahead. To look ahead at climate action in 2021, to
look ahead at coordination beyond the By2020-platform, and generally to look ahead at how we can all
keep supporting each other. We'd like to conclude the By2020-campaign by beginning a conversation
about the future of collaboration in the European Climate Justice movement and a direction of travel to
get it started.
The conference will take place in an online format on the afternoon of Friday, the 27th and on Saturday,
the 28th of November (we'll make sure to include plenty of breaks and mix up working modes). Please
register until the 22nd of November.

European Strategy Call
The next European call will take place on November 5th, at 7pm CET. On this call we will explore the
ideas developing around days of action during the 5 year anniversary of the Paris Agreement as well as
evaluating the Climate Care Uprising collaboration. Of course there is space to share upcoming plans,
and start new discussions depending on your needs.
• Pad: https://pad.systemli.org/p/3-QjDYhqWM90zeQF3xIA
• BBB-room: https://meet.nixnet.services/b/mar-x7a-3hd
• Password: 972329

Climate Care Uprising
What an incredible #ClimateCareUprising it's been! It’s been a big collective moment of 3 weeks of
inspiring and creative actions with 24 countries globally, 20 European countries and 57 cities
worldwide with over 72 activities! To have organised this in particularly difficult Covid-19 conditions
has been an immense achievement, and we want to thank you for taking part and adapting to these
difficult circumstances!
To never forget this huge moment, we have also put together a final wrap-up video! Please, share it if
you haven’t already!
• Facebook
• Twitter

• Instagram
The evaluation is ongoing! Not only will there be a session at the next European call but if you can't
attend please take the time to fill out this Google-form to see how we can learn and improve from the
CCU. Share it with your groups and fill it out before the next By2020 European call on Nov 5th as a
basis for the discussion.

Grassroots Content Hub
The European Changemaker Project is happy to announce more upcoming skillshares! One topic that
has often been requested is Artivism - which we aren’t experts in - so we are proud to welcome the
Enmedio collective to host this workshop!
Techniques of Art, Design and Fiction Applied to Social Activism
Nov 2nd, 19h00-21h30 CEST
In this workshop we will analyse some creative tools that can be applied to social action, and we will
explore the transformative power of images and stories through spectacular interventions. Our
objective is to invent new ways to act in the context of global crisis, new forms of protest and direct
action and new means of intervention grounded in artistic practices, using all the means within our
reach: photography, design, the media…
Also coming up, skillshares on Digital tools for corporate and political campaigning and Planning with
Action Logic – find and register to all upcoming skillshares here.

